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Abstract: Increasing the resilience of traffic control systems is a priority for many important cities
worldwide. This is due to the ever-increasing problems leading to different failures in such systems.
We are witnessing the intensive introduction of new technologies that automatically manage traffic
but are exposed to different kinds of attacks. There are also unpredictable increases in climatic
changes and the number of cars in many cities. These factors will surely enhance the failure risks of
such systems and consequently increase the damage caused by traffic jams and road accidents. In
this paper, we introduce a resilient traffic control system that consists of three levels: sensor control,
display, and light control. Each level has three (or more) versions and a dynamic voter. Hence,
the introduced system is based on diversity and redundancy (replication), called N-versions. We
propose two techniques for the introduced resilient traffic control system. The first technique uses
N-versions and dynamic voters to vote between the outcomes in each level. The second technique
uses N-versions, dynamic voters, and acceptance testing units. The overhead in the second technique
is evidently greater than that of the first technique, but its resilience is better. A fine analytical study
is conducted and shows that the first technique requires only three versions to reach the optimal
results, bounded by 1/15 probability of having a faulty system. The second technique leads to better
results, which can determine small probabilities.

Keywords: failure analysis; N-versions software; resilience; risk management; software reliability;
traffic control

1. Introduction

A traffic control system is a part of any road infrastructure. Having a safe road in-
frastructure in any given city and/or place is the ultimate objective of any government
and the expectation of any road user. The safety of the road infrastructure is an important
indicator of the prosperity of nations. Thus, engineers and researchers specializing in traffic
problems have long been working to improve our daily life by proposing solutions and
ideas to mitigate such problems and fulfill this objective and expectation. Consequently,
the literature is saturated with proposed solutions, as explained in the subsequent section.
Unfortunately, despite the diversity of these proposed ideas, the problem remains. There-
fore, in this work, we focus on the improvement of traffic control systems that make the
road infrastructure more resilient. The existing infrastructure is, unfortunately, exposed to
several kinds of problems that can lead to failure and, thus, serious traffic problems. The
problems that lead to these failures come from multiple sources: the intensive use of new
technologies (which are not always safe and accurate) in traffic management, increases in
unexpected climate changes, and terrorist attacks are the main challenges. According to
some specialists [1], unexpected climate change phenomena can occur at any time and any
place, leading to several kinds of damage, affecting the road infrastructure. In addition,
some terrorist attacks focus on the road infrastructure.
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We are now witnessing the era of smart vehicles, which can self-drive. The problem
of road infrastructure failure will be further complicated if the resilience of such an infras-
tructure is not enhanced. Therefore, the ultimate objective of this work is to strengthen the
resilience of the road infrastructure to substantially mitigate its failure in case of problems.
To deal with this problem, we propose a detailed architecture, mainly based on some
well-known techniques, such as replication, and a multiversion software. The proposed
architecture is first discussed, evaluated, and compared with current solutions. Then, we
demonstrate the added values of the architecture related to its relatively high cost. The
rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a background of the ITS
infrastructure and highlights the vulnerabilities faced in the design. Section 3 gives an
overview of the state of the art related to the studied topic. Section 4 gives a brief overview
of the threat model, describing the attack surfaces of the ITS. Section 5 details the proposed
architecture, which is then discussed and evaluated in Section 6. The conclusion and future
work are given in Section 7.

2. Background
2.1. Intelligent Transportation System

Cyber–physical systems (CPSs), including intelligent transportation systems (ITSs),
will be the lifeline of smart cities in future. Traffic management is going to be an im-
portant part of the ITS. The underlying technology—i.e., vehicular ad-hoc networks
(VANETs)—provides a means for vehicles to intelligently exchange messages regarding
road and traffic conditions to enhance safety. The open nature of ITS as a wireless com-
munication technology leads to threats and vulnerabilities to cyber-attacks. A proposed
taxonomy of security and privacy issues and solutions in ITS was addressed in [2]. A de-
tailed survey of attacks and a risk analysis of the vulnerabilities against TCS was completed
in the study [3]. A false data injection attack on TCS was carried out in [4], while Gurcan
Comert et al. [5] assessed cyber-attacks against intelligent traffic signal systems and devised
a vulnerability score.

In ITS, with the growing emphasis on self-driving vehicles (SDC), the infrastructure
needed to support such a technology will be heavily dependent on the roadside infras-
tructure, including traffic controllers and roadside units (RSUs). An overview of the ITS
infrastructure is given in Figure 1. Further, the essential connectivity of the SDC with
the road infrastructure and other vehicles on the road makes ITS highly vulnerable to
cyber-attacks, thus exposing many attack surfaces. Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-
infrastructure (V2I), and in-vehicle communication will provide adversaries with plentiful
opportunities to exploit the vulnerabilities in the design and architecture of the entire ITS.
Exploitation can be achieved both remotely and locally. For example, in V2V communi-
cation, vehicles communicate with each other through a shared network. Any malicious
vehicle in a V2V network will impose a threat on the entire infrastructure, and its aftermath
would have a cascading effect to all the shared and connected networks. Similarly, any
compromise in the cellular networks that connects to the ITS infrastructure, such as traffic
control towers (which house traffic controllers and traffic management systems to regulate
traffic through connected RSUs) can have unpredictable outcomes. For example, adver-
saries were able to take control of the Jeep Cherokee through vulnerabilities found in the
cellular networks [6]. Various incidents of attacks against ITS have been reported, including
specific attacks on unmanned vehicles [7]. Further, several proof-of-concept works were
explored that expose the vulnerabilities in ITS.

Evidently, achieving safety and reliability in such systems is still far fetched due to the
cyber threats posed by the vulnerabilities in the ITS infrastructure. Although several works
have tried to address the issue using traditional measures of risk assessment and cyber-
security [8], the results are inefficient due to these systems’ dependence on continuous
cyber-connectivity and the rate at which threats against such systems are devised. This
makes it nearly impossible to completely safeguard these systems. Thus, due to the high
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probability of cyber-attacks occurring in existing or emerging cyber–physical systems, these
systems should be redesigned to have resilience.

Figure 1. Overview of the ITS infrastructure.

Resilience

Resilience, although a new concept to the field of engineering, has been one of the
primitive features of natural sciences such as ecology, economics, social sciences and
management sciences. Engineering and computer science are other recent fields that
have incorporated the concept of resilience [9]. Resilience, in this context, is defined as the
system’s ability to function at the desired level after having suffered a partial damage. Some
of the foremost traits of resilience are redundancy and diversity. These can be considered
core traits of resilience, although other traits, such as self-healing, adaptation, etc., also
have been considered to be conceptually feasible [10]. However, in this research, we adhere
to the concept of resilience as having diversified and redundant units measuring the same
output. The assumption is that having diversified and redundant units will make it difficult
for the adversary to compromise all the units at the same time. Further, the assumption
in a conservative resilience model is that, at any given time, given that the number of
redundant units is n, the number of compromised units will be less than (n− 1)/3. Having
redundant units will ensure a good performance despite some of the redundant units being
compromised. Resilient solutions are independent of the type of attack, unlike traditional
cyber-security measures, which are devised by considering a particular attack.

It is difficult to prevent all attacks, but redesigning systems for resilience will make
attacks less likely to damage systems [1]. Moreover, in cases of successful attacks, resiliency
will minimize the consequences and increase the costs and uncertainties in attacking, possi-
bly preventing fall-out [1]. Resilience can be considered an attribute of dependability [1],
which has been used for decades as a means of providing fault tolerance in the information
technology and communication world [11]. However, addressing these issues using the
traditional measures, as previously mentioned, will not suffice. However, although few
works have included resilience in their works, there has not been much focus on TCS. The
following section section provides a review of the resilient techniques employed in ITS in
general and, if possible, on TCS.
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3. Related Work

The authors of [8] modeled an attack on TCS to create different road traffic scenarios
and evaluated the severity of disruptions caused at different intersections in urban areas.
The contribution of the work lies in their finding a correlation between the efficiency and
resilience, which was found to be non-significant. However, the work’s explanation of how
the resilience was modeled into their TCS architecture is lacking; hence, the evaluation is
based on the assumption that TCS is resilient.

A similar approach to finding a correlation between vulnerability and resilience in an
air traffic control (ATC) system was used [4]. The assessment was mostly based on network
characteristics related to topology. The authors evaluated the resilience of the ATC against
random and deliberate attacks. Deliberate attacks included degree attacks and betweenness
attack.

The recovery techniques that were employed included discarding the affected paths
and nodes while connecting to different paths and nodes until the affected paths and nodes
were restored to their normal functioning. The prioritization of nodes to be recovered
determined the strategy employed to recover the network. The limitations were attributed
to their only considering node failure; the technique does not consider attacks on data or
information flow, which, in the scenario, are most likely to occur. Overall, resilience had a
negative correlation with the betweenness attack and had a significant impact on the overall
functionality of the network. A similar approach was utilized by Kevin L. Clark et al. [12]
to determine the characteristics and configurations for a resilient air traffic flow against
cyber-attacks or any other disruption. Some researchers integrated evolutionary algorithms
and a novelty search to improve the performance and resilience of autonomous systems
and have developed tools for this purpose [13]. The use of infrastructure-to-vehicle (I2V)
communication to generate routing suggestions for drivers in transportation systems, with
the goal of optimizing a measure of overall network congestion, was addressed in [14].

There have been considerably fewer works on resilient traffic control systems; however,
generally, resilient techniques have been developed for controllers in other domains. For
example, in [15], to safeguard microgrids against stealthy attacks, the authors proposed a
redundant controller policy, which would be switched upon false data injection attacks. The
technique was developed using the Luenberger observer and unknown input compensator,
which optimize the disturbed signal, making it a stable control signal.

Based on a very similar technique, the authors in [16] proposed a redundant resilient
controller strategy for wireless–sensor–actuator networks that switch the controller upon
failure. Further, the authors devised a protocol that would limit the delay upon switching
the controllers. However, the study limitations lie in the assumption that the second
controller is devoid of any failures, and cyber-attacks that could cause deliberate disruption
have not been considered. The authors in [17] proposed a resilient optimization method to
avoid traffic congestion owing to different disruptions. However, the work only focused
on optimizing the signals and disregarded any probability of cyber-attacks.

4. Threat Model

The intelligent transportation system, just like any other cyber–physical system, will be
exposed to external and internal vulnerabilities that could be exploited to gain accessibility,
lose availability or confidentiality, and compromise the safety and reliability of ITS sys-
tems. Satellite communication, cellular towers, control towers, RSUs, over-the-air-updates,
sensors, vehicle infotainment systems, including Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, diagnostic ports,
such as OBD-II ports of cars, including SDC, and vehicle communication channels such as
controller area network (CAN) or FlexNet all provide attack surfaces that adversaries can
exploit for malicious reasons. Attackers’ actions could lead to disruptions in the normal
functioning of ITS and its connected entities and, in more serious cases, cause fatal incidents
that lead to the loss of human life.

The attacker could be anyone who exploits any of the below-mentioned attack surfaces,
with motives ranging from self-gratification to financial gain. The attacker profile could
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be that of an individual or group of individuals working in an organized manner to
cause serious damage to ITS assets. The sets of attacks that could be devised are code
injection/modification, spoofing attacks, replay attacks, relay attacks, side channel attacks,
jamming Attacks, DoS, DDoS, and adversarial attacks against any element of ITS, as
described above.

• In-vehicle communication: One of the primary targets of the attackers would be to
manipulate a vehicle on the road. Any direct access to the vehicle through ports,
such as OBD-Ports, would allow for considerable access to the core functionalities
of the vehicle. Multiple controllers could be compromised through code-injection or
code-modification attacks. Any compromise in the in-vehicle communication would
lead to attacks and have a cascading effect on the entire ITS infrastructure. Data from
sensors and electronic controller units (ECUs) could be intercepted and manipulated
for further attacks. Although local access to OBD-II Ports is harder in real-world
settings, it is highly likely that adversaries could achieve remote access to in-vehicle
communication.

• Vehicle-to-Vehicle: V2V communication of the vehicles through a shared network
should allow for a smoother and better experience on the road. However, the shared
network can be manipulated for transitory attacks that would have a cascading
effect on other vehicles on the road. Any malicious information shared among the
vehicles, such as road conditions or obstacles, if wrong or fake, could have serious
consequences.

• Vehicle-to-Infrastructure: Finally, the core back-end communication network relies
on the cellular network and satellite communication. If exploited, this could offer
widespread accessibility to various controlling entities in the infrastructure. Any
compromise in the network would mean more serious consequences and a widespread
aftermath. Compromised RSUs, cellular networks and traffic control systems could
pave the way for adversaries to cause more concrete damage.

However, irrespective of the attack being devised, resilient solutions are meant to
ensure partial or full recovery of the functionality of the ITS within a stipulated amount
of time. As resilient solutions already assume that the system or plant has been attacked,
irrespective of the nature of the attack, a resilient-based system should be able recover
functionality. The idea behind the resilient solutions is to grant optimal functionality to
the system, despite any faults or attacks, as, with the ever-growing rate of cyber-attacks,
ITS is going to be an easy target in the near future, and with the pace and sophistication
with which these attacks are devised, it is nearly impossible to provide a counter-solution
to each and every threat being constructed, hence the adoption of resilient solutions.

5. Proposed System

In this paper, we introduce some software techniques to increase the resilience of the
traffic control system, which is part of the road infrastructure. A multiprocessor traffic
control system, as shown in Figure 2, consists of three processes: a sensor control process,
display process, and light control process. The three processes may be executed on different
processors. The system can be attacked by an external attack or internal attack, and the
system will fail if one process is infected (corrupted) by the attack. The resilience and
availability of the system are low.
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Figure 2. A multiprocessor traffic control system.

6. Resilient Traffic Control System
6.1. Resilient Traffic Control System Based on Dynamic Voters
Resilient Traffic Control System Architecture

We introduce a technique to increase the resilience of the system. The technique is
based on diversity and redundancy concepts. Figure 3 illustrates the architecture of the
resilience technique. In the proposed resilience technique, there are three versions for each
process, as shown in Figure 3. The three versions of the display process (master process)
first run by sending polling signals to versions of the sensor control process (processors),
then the three polling signals are gathered and accepted by the voter. The voter produces a
correct polling signal or an incorrect signal. The correct polling signal is sent to each version
of the sensor control process (slave-process) to begin execution. The three versions of the
sensor control process receive correct polling signals from the voter to simultaneously run
on three processors (or cores). The three versions of the sensor control process periodically
poll the sensors to capture information on traffic flow and collate this information for
further processing. The outcomes of the three versions of the sensor control process are
gathered by the resilience technique and sent to dynamic voter#1. The dynamic voter
votes between two or three outcomes (i.e., the fastest outcomes should be compared by the
dynamic voter). Based on the Algorithm 1 the decision is taken by the voter#1:

Algorithm 1 Comparing sensor control process output.

Require: Output from three different sensors
Ensure: Comparisons of outputs

1: if (outcome1 = outcome2) then
2: correct-outcome = outcome1 // sent to Display process//
3: end if
4: if (outcome1 != outcome2) then
5: the voter compares between outcome1 and outcome3 or outcome2 and outcome3
6: end if
7: if (outcome1 = outcome3 ) then
8: correct-outcome = outcome3 //sent to Display process//
9: end if

10: if (outcome2 = outcome3 ) then
11: correct-outcome = outcome3 //sent to Display process//
12: end if
13: if (outcome1!= outcome2 != outcome3) then
14: Fail!
15: end if
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Figure 3. Resilient multiprocessor traffic control system.

The correct outcome is sent to three versions of the display process (master process)
to simultaneously run on three parallel processors or cores. The three versions of the
master process are concerned with displaying traffic status to the operators, computing the
traffic light sequences, and accepting operator commands to modify the light sequences.
Commands (results) sent by the three versions of the master process to traffic light control
process are gathered by resilience technique and voted on by voter#2. The fastest two
commands are gathered by the resilience technique and sent to dynamic voter#2. The voter
takes the decision based on the following Algorithm 2:
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Algorithm 2 Comparing display process output.

Require: Output from three different display processes
Ensure: Comparisons of outputs

1: if (result1 = result ) then
2: correct-result = result1 // sent to light control process
3: end if
4: if result1 != result2 then
5: the voter compares between result1 & result3 OR result2 && result3
6: end if
7: if (result1 = result3) then
8: correct-result = result3 // Light control process
9: end if

10: if (result2 = result3) then
11: correct-result = result3 // Light control process
12: end if
13: if (result1 != result != result3) then
14: system fail
15: end if

The correct result (command) is sent to the three versions of the light control process
to run in parallel on three cores or processors. Each version converts the received command
into signals to control the traffic light hardware. The fastest two signals are collected
and sent to the dynamic voter#3. The voter takes the decision according to following
Algorithm 3:

Algorithm 3 Comparing light controller process output.

Require: Output from three different light control processes
Ensure: Comparisons of outputs

1: if (signal1 = signal2 ) then
2: correct - signal = signal1 // sent to traffic light
3: end if
4: if signal1!= signal2 then
5: the voter compares between signal1 & signal3 OR signal2 && signal3
6: end if
7: if (signal1 = signal3) then
8: correct - signal = signal3 // sent to traffic light
9: end if

10: if (signal2 = signal3) then
11: correct-signal = signal3 // sent to traffic light
12: end if
13: if (signal1 != signal2!= signal3) then
14: system fail // sent to traffic light
15: end if

The correct signal is sent to light hardware, or system failure will occur if there is no
correct signal.

6.2. Overhead of the Resilience Technique

The size overhead can be computed as follows:
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Size overhead = (level#1− size− overhead) + (level#2− size− overhead) + (level#3−
size− overhead) = (sizeo f twosensor− control− process− versions+ sizeo f dynamicvoter#1)
+ (sizeo f twodisplay− process− versions+ size− o f − polling− voter+ size− o f − dynamic
− voter#1)+ (sizeo f twolight− control− process− versions+ size− o f − dynamic− voter#3

The time overhead can be computed as follows:
Time overhead = (level#1− time− overhead)+ (level#2− time− overhead)+ (level#3−

time − overhead) = ((slowest − sensor − process − version − time − f astest − sensor −
process − version − time) + gathering − outcomes − time + dynamic − voter#1 − time) +
((slowest− display− version− time− f astest− display− version− time)+ gatheringtime+
polling− voter− time+ dynamic− voter#2− time)+ ((slowest− light− control− version−
time− f astest− light− control − version− time) + gathering− time + dynamic− voter#3
− time)

7. Resilient Traffic Control System Based on Voting and Acceptance Testing

As shown in Figure 4, the outcomes of the three versions of the sensor control process
are gathered and voted on by voter#1 according to the rules mentioned above. If there is a
correct outcome, it is sent to three versions of the display process. If an incorrect outcome
is obtained from voter#1, the acceptance test (AT) module receives outcome1 to ensure
correctness. If outcome1 is correct according to AT, it is sent to three versions of the display
process. If outcome1 is not accepted by AT, then outcome2 is sent to AT for testing. If
outcome2 is accepted by AT, it is sent to the three versions of the display process; otherwise,
outcome3 is sent to AT for testing. If outcome3 is accepted by AT, it is sent as a correct
output to the three versions of the display process; otherwise, the system has failed.

Figure 4. Resilient multiprocessor traffic control system based on voter and acceptance tests.
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The display results are voted on by the dynamic voter#2. The correct result is directly
sent to the three versions of the light control process. If the output of the voter#2 is an
incorrect result, the three results are checked by an acceptance test (AT). Any outcome that
passes the AT is considered the correct outcome and sent to the display process versions.
The results of the display process versions are gathered and sent to dynamic voter#2. If
the voter provides an incorrect result, the three results are individually verified by the
acceptance test (AT) module. Any result that passes the AT is considered the correct result.
If no result passes the AT, the system fails. The correct result is sent to the light control
process versions. The signals of these versions are gathered and sent to dynamic voter#3.

Overhead of the Voting and Acceptance Testing Resilience Techniques

The overhead of the previously voting acceptance techniques can be computed
as follows:

Size overhead = (level#1− size− overhead) + (level#2− size− overhead) + (level#3−
size− overhead) = (size− o f − two − sensor − control − process− versions + size− o f −
dynamic− voter#1 + acceptance− testing− size) + (size− o f − two− display− process−
versions+ size− o f − polling− voter+ size− o f − dynamic− voter#2+ acceptance− testing
− size) + (size − o f − twolight − control − process − versions + size − o f − dynamic −
voter#3 + acceptance− testing− size)

The time overhead can be computed as follows:
Time overhead = (level#1− time− overhead)+ (level#2− time− overhead)+ (level#3−

time − overhead) = ((slowest − sensor − process − version − time − f astest − sensor −
process − version − time) + gathering − outcomes − time + dynamic − voter#1 − time
+ [∑n

k=1 acceptance − testing − time]) + ((slowest − display − version − time − f astest −
display− version− time) + gatheringtime + polling− voter− time + dynamic− voter#2−
time[∑n

k=1 acceptance − testing − time] + ((slowest − light − control − version − time −
f astest − light − control − version − time) + gathering − time + dynamic − voter#3 −
time[∑n

k=1 acceptance− testing− time]), where n = 1, 2, or 3.

8. Cause of No Outcome Being Produced for Any Software Version

Any version in the three levels of the two resilient techniques can produce no outcome.
The cause of no outcome may be a fault in the software version itself or a fault in the
primary processor (core). To determine the cause of no outcome, the resilient technique
conducts the following:

1. Move the version to another no-faulty secondary processor for execution.
2. If there is no outcome, this means the version is the faulty version.
3. If there is an outcome, this means the primary processor is faulty.
4. The cause of the error is repaired.

9. Evaluation of the Strengths and Weaknesses of the Proposed System

As depicted in Figures 2 and 3, we consider the following notations:

1. SVi denotes sensor control version i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, and we consider that this level
corresponds to level 1, denoted by L1.

2. DVi denotes display processed version i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, and we consider that this
level corresponds to level 2, denoted by L2.

3. LVi denotes light control version i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, and we consider that this level
corresponds to level 3, denoted by L3.

Then, we can easily determine the probability of failure for each level denoted by
PFLi, where 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 is

obtained as follows:

1. In L1, the system is faulty only in case of: SV1 6= SV2 6= SV3 (SVi 6= SVj, which
means that the obtained results are different). This means that, for all the remaining
cases, the system works properly, and this is reached when SV1 = SV2 = SV3
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(SVi = SVj, which means that obtained results are equal) or SV1 = SV2 6= SV3 or
SV1 = SV3 6= SV2 or SV2 = SV3 6= SV1; this confirms that PFL1 is

PFL1 = 1/5 (1)

2. In the same manner, for the remaining levels, L2 and L3:

PFL1 = PFL2 = PFL3 = 1/5 (2)

Let us now compute the overall probability of failure for the entire system. We know
that the proposed system only works properly if the three levels work properly (without
failure); otherwise, the system is faulty. If one of these three levels is faulty, then the overall
system will be faulty; this leads to the probability of a faulty level which is equal to 1/3.
Hence, the probability of having a faulty system denoted by PFSn (for only scenario 1,
where n denotes the total number of used versions) will be the conditional probability of
having a fault in any given level; this gives the following equation:

PFS3 = 1/3× 1/5 = 1/15 (3)

This means that the probability of having a fault in the proposed system is 1/15 if
we consider Figure 3 and 1/60 for Figure 4, since, in this case, we added the acceptance
test, which improves the resilience of the system. Consequently, the proposed system
with its two scenarios (Figures 3 and 4) substantially improves the resilience of traffic
control systems. We note that if we increase the number of versions (more than 3), then the
probability of failure will only decrease for the second technique (with acceptance test) and
vice versa (but see the corresponding cost). Indeed, the general equation, which governs
this issue, is as follows:

PFSAn = PFSn × 1/(n + 1) (4)

where:
PFSAn is the probability of having a faulty system with n versions with acceptance test;
PFSn is the probability of having a faulty system with n versions without acceptance test;
n is the number of versions (replications) and must be an odd number n ≥ 3.
For the acceptance test, we note that the total number of possibilities for n versions is

n + 1, which is easily obtained by the following equation:

TNPoAn =

(
n
1

)
+

(
n
0

)
= n + 1 (5)

where:
TNPoAn: denotes the total number of possibilities with the acceptance test when

using n versions.
Only one possibility can lead to a faulty system with the acceptance test; consequently,

the probability of having a faulty system with the acceptance test when using n versions is
1/(n+ 1) at each level, as mentioned in Equation (4), considering the conditional probability.
We also note that the optimal number of versions for technique1 (without acceptance test)
is 3; this is because if we increase this number, then the probability of failures will also be
increased. As we have seen the case where the number of versions was 3, the total number
of possibilities of having a faulty system is only 1, and the total number of possibilities
(faulty, no faulty) is 5. These two numbers (1 for “faulty”, and 5 for “faulty and no faulty”)
are obtained, respectively and simply, by the two following equations:

TNPoFSn =
(n−1)/2

∑
k=2

(
n
k

)
+

(
n
0

)
(6)
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TNPoSn =
n

∑
k=2

(
n
k

)
+

(
n
0

)
(7)

where TNPoFSn denotes the total number of possibilities of having a faulty system when
using n versions, and TNPoSn denotes the total number of possibilities (faulty, not faulty)
when using n versions. Of course, (n

0) = 1.
Consequently, the probability of having a faulty system for scenario1 when using n

versions is given by the following ratio:

PFSn =
TNPoFSn

TNPoSn × 3
(8)

In a similar manner, the probability of having a faulty system for scenario2 when using
the n versions is given by the following ratio:

PFSAn =
PFSn

(n + 1)
(9)

Figure 5 illustrates the two studied techniques, PFSn and PFSAn, where n ranges from
3 to 27.

Figure 5. The two studied techniques, PFSn and PFSAn.

It is clear that, for technique1 (PFSn), the optimal number of version n is 3, since this
value provides the minimum probability of having a faulty system. We can also clearly see
that when the number of versions n increases, the probability of the system being faulty
also increases for technique1 (PFSn). At n = 5 and n = 7, there is a significant increase in the
probability of the system being faulty. However, with this technique, the probability of the
system being faulty stabilizes over a constant value, as n is increased to 27. Interestingly,
the inference from the analysis could be that replication alone does not necessarily reduce
the probability of system failure, as the chances of failures in replicated units also increases.
The rise in the probability of system failure from n = 5 to n = 7 exasperates this phenomenon
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before stabilizing to a constant value. This makes complete sense, as there is no way of
determining which of the units is faulty; hence, decisions made on faulty or malicious
data would reduce the functionality of the system. Increasing the number of versions to
more than 9 does not necessarily further increase the probability of the system being faulty,
perhaps because there are equal chances of replicated versions being faulty/malicious or
not faulty/malicious; this is the reason for the flattened line on the graph after the number
of versions reaches more than 9.

In contrast to this, for technique2 (PFSAn), we observe that, starting from n = 3, the
probability of having a faulty system considerably decreases as n increases, essentially
decreasing to 0. This phenomenon can be attributed to having a clear indication of which
replicated units are corrupt/faulty and which are not. Hence, only the correct data are
forwarded from non-corrupt units. With the acceptance feature, the resilient technique,
i.e., PFSAn, performs better than the PFSn technique as is also evident from the analysis.
These observations lead to the following recommendations:

1. For technique1, the optimal number of versions n to implement to minimize the
probability of having a faulty system is 3 if we are sure that the corresponding cost
does not exceed the cost of the possible damage caused by such faults. This can be
determined using an easy statistical study on the history of the different damages
caused by the failure in any given traffic control system.

2. Any suitable decision on the number of versions n to implement for technique2 must
be preceded by a statistical study on the history of the different damages caused by
the failure of any given traffic control system.

3. The more the statistical studies on the history of the different damages caused by the
failure of any given traffic control system are refined, the higher the quality of the
decision will be for technique2.

Regarding the overhead of both techniques presented in the proposed system tech-
niques, we think that the time required for the voting processes and the acceptance test in
the three levels will not penalize the overall system in terms of response time because, with
the new and diverse parallel processing architectures, one can easily resolve this issue.

10. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposes two traffic control system techniques based on replication and
diversity (N-versions), which substantially increase resilience to different kinds of attacks
or natural accidents. These two techniques were studied mathematically and shown to
drastically reduce the probability of failures and, consequently, the corresponding possible
damage. With technique1, we can see that the optimal results were obtained when the
number of versions was 3, as explained earlier. With technique2, we can see that one
should implement any odd number of versions up to and beyond 3 to obtain a resilient
system, depending on the cost of possible damages caused by any failure, as explained
earlier. We are convinced that the only drawback of the proposed techniques is their cost,
since they use replication and diversity (N-versions); however, we are also convinced that
resilience cannot be reached without these two last techniques, as explained and proved
earlier. We think that studying ways to reduce the time overhead of voters in both systems
and acceptance tests in the second system could be a priority in future work.
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